Abstract-The evolution of wireless networks has led to the deployment of different Radio Access Technologies (RATs) such as UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), Long Term Evolution (LTE), Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and Mobile Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) which are integrated through a common platform. Common Radio Resource Management (CRRM) was proposed to manage radio resource utilization in heterogeneous wireless networks and to provide the required Quality of Service (QoS) for allocated calls. RAT selection algorithms are an integral part of the CRRM algorithms. Their role is to decide, when a new or Vertical Handover (VHO) call is requested, which of the available RATs is most suitable to fit the need of the incoming call and when to admit them. This paper extends our earlier work on the proposed intelligent mobility optimization and proposes an intelligent hybrid cheapest cost RAT selection approach which aims to increase users' satisfaction by allocation users that are looking for cheapest cost connections to a RAT that offers the cheapest cost of service. A comparison for the performance of centralized loadbalancing, proposed and distributed cheapest cost and mobility optimization algorithms is presented. Simulation results show that the proposed intelligent algorithms perform better than the centralized load-balancing and the distributed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing demand of wireless services, mobile technology has rapidly progressed towards the fourth generation (4G) networking paradigm, which will provide high speed network connections for a variety of services such as Voice over IP (VoIP), web browsing, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), video streaming, online gaming, real time video and push-to-talk [1] and will interconnect different Radio Access Technology (RATs) such as: UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), Long Term Evolution (LTE), Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and Mobile Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) through a common platform [2] [3] [4] .
Currently, Radio Resource Management (RRM) including admission control, congestion control, power control, packet scheduling, horizontal handover (HO), initial RAT selection algorithm and vertical HO (VHO) algorithms are implemented efficiently for the specific RAT it was developed for. However, they are not suitable for heterogeneous wireless networking scenarios where various types of RATs exist. Common Radio Resource Management (CRRM) was proposed to manage radio resource utilization in heterogeneous wireless networks [5] .
A number of different RAT selection algorithms have been proposed in the literature for heterogeneous wireless networks. A terminal modality based RAT selection algorithm which aims to reduce the call blocking and dropping probability, and to guarantee fairness radio resources allocation among the heterogeneous wireless networks is proposed in [6] . The proposed algorithm makes RAT selection decisions based on mobile terminal capability, network load, and terminal support index of each of the available RAT. A network based RAT selection algorithm is proposed in [7] . This algorithm aims to optimize the radio resource utilization while ensuring acceptable Quality of Service (QoS) provision to the end users. Qiang et al. proposed a VHO RAT selection mechanism for multimedia traffic in a multi-RAT scenario which includes WLAN and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) RATs using a link utility function [8] . The proposed algorithm aims to guarantee the user's QoS requirements and to minimize the congestion, balance the traffic load and maximize the overall network reward.
The proposed RAT selection algorithms can be categorized into centralized such as load-balancing algorithm and policy based algorithm or distributed algorithms such as service based algorithm [9, 10] .
Centralized RAT selection algorithms have the benefit of considering more criteria during the making decision process. However, centralized algorithms do not guarantee required QoS for all admitted calls. In addition, they reduce network capacity as a result of the introduced signaling overheads or delay resulted by the communication between the network entities.
On the other hand, distributed algorithms have the benefit of considering users' preferences. A number of different distributed algorithms are proposed in [11] [12] [13] . These algorithms allow UT to select the most efficient RAT that maximizes its satisfaction which is based on its preference such as best QoS or cheapest cost. However, distributed algorithms do not take into account the network benefits and policies. This may lead to inefficient radio resource utilization and it may create network bottlenecks.
All the proposed algorithms have limitations and do not provide a complete solution for the RAT selection problem. Therefore there is a need for a hybrid RAT selection algorithm (distributed with network assistance) which will provide the UTs some information that assists them during their decision making process to select the most efficient RAT that maximizes their satisfactions and at the same time improve the efficient radio resource utilization. Previously, we have proposed an intelligent mobility optimization RAT selection approach in [14] and an intelligent power efficient RAT selection approach in [15] . In this paper, we extend our earlier work on the proposed intelligent mobility optimization approach in [14] and propose an intelligent hybrid cheapest cost RAT selection approach [16] which also uses the IEEE P1900.4 Protocol [17] to enable communication between the UTs and the different wireless networks. The proposed approach also aims to improve the RRM in heterogeneous wireless networks. This improvement will lead to enhanced QoS for end user, increase users' satisfactions and improve the efficiently of radio resource utilization. The proposed intelligent cheapest cost RAT selection approach is then compared with the proposed mobility optimization approach against centralized loadbalancing and distributed algorithms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the proposed intelligent mobility optimization algorithm and proposes an intelligent cheapest cost algorithm. In Section III, the cost functions for the allocation of radio resources for both intelligent mobility optimization and cheapest cost algorithms are presented. The simulation environment and parameters where the proposed intelligent mobility optimization and intelligent cheapest cost algorithms are compared against the centralized load-balancing and the distributed mobility optimization and cheapest cost algorithms is presented In Section IV. The five algorithms are simulated in a scenario which UTRAN, LTE and WLAN are overlapped in the same geographical area. A comparison for the performance of centralized loadbalancing, distributed and proposed mobility optimization and cheapest cost algorithms is presented in Section V. These algorithms are evaluated in terms of new call blocking probability, VHO call dropping probability, users' satisfactions probability, average satisfaction increasing percentages, load utilization, average cell throughput, average cost per call and average saved cost percentage per call. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. PROPOSED INTELLIGENT HYBRID RAT SELECTION APPROACHES
Centralized RAT selection algorithms do not guarantee the required QoS for the admitted calls and reduce the network capacity. Distributed RAT selection algorithms do not consider network preferences and policies. In this section, we present the intelligent hybrid RAT selection approach for mobility optimization [14] and propose an intelligent hybrid cheapest cost RAT selection approach which uses the IEEE P1900.4 Protocol [17] Figure 1 . A mobility optimization RAT selection approach Different users can be in different velocity types such as low, medium or high mobility. The mobility optimization algorithm aims to reduce unnecessary handover. Therefore, low mobility UTs can be allocated to a RAT that has small coverage area such as WLAN; however, high mobility UTs can be allocated to a RAT that has higher coverage area such as WWAN technologies. In addition, RATs policies which include supported services types and load threshold policies need to be considered.
The proposed intelligent hybrid RAT selection approach for mobility optimization will consider the above factors for each new or VHO call and allocate each call to an optimal RAT depending on the UT requirements and the current RATs status.
The flow chart of the proposed intelligent hybrid RAT selection approach for mobility optimization is presented in Fig. 1 . When a new or VHO call is requested, UT will first evaluate the Received Signal Strength (RSS) measurements and makes a list of available RATs that have a strong RSS to accommodate the requested call. Then, the UT will collect information on each RAT using the IEEE P1900.4 Protocol. These information will cover network coverage costs of each RAT and RAT policy attributes such as supported services type and load threshold. A cost will be given for each attribute for each RAT. Other costs will be given for the user attributes, such as: requested service type, user mobility status (low, medium or high). After that, a cost function for each RAT is calculated. Then, a comparison between these costs is made. The RAT with the lowest cost will be allocated for the requested call. If the selected RAT does not have enough capacity to allocate the requested call, another RAT will be selected. If none of the available RATs have enough capacity to serve the requested call, the call will be dropped or blocked.
B. Intelligent Cheapest Cost Algorithm
Users may prefer to be connected to a RAT that offers cheapest cost of services in their relaxation time. Each RAT has a different service cost compared to others. Some RATs may offer cheaper cost than other RATs for all service types, as an example: WLAN has cheapest cost than WWAN technologies. Other RATs may offer cheaper cost for one service type and may be more expensive for other service types. Therefore, users preferring cheapest cost of services can be allocated to the RAT that offers the cheapest cost for the requested services. These allocations are not always the optimal selections, especially when the UTs are in high mobility. Allocation users looking for cheapest cost to WLAN are not the best choice for this case, where unnecessary handovers will be increasing. Another factor is the RATs policies, where each RAT may support different service types and may have different policies against the load threshold.
In the intelligent cheapest cost algorithm, the smart device will collect information on each RAT using the IEEE P1900.4 Protocol. This information will cover the service cost (low, medium or high) of each RAT for the requested call and RAT policies attributes such as supported services type and load threshold for new and VHO calls as shown in Fig. 2 . A cost will be given for each attribute for each RAT. Other costs will be given for the user attributes (requested service type and user mobility status). After that, the cost function of radio resources allocation for each RAT will be calculated. The RAT with the lowest cost of allocation will be selected for the requested call. If the selected RAT does not have enough capacity to allocate the requested call, another RAT will be selected. If none of the available RATs have enough capacity to serve the requested call, the call will be dropped or blocked. 
III. COST FUUNCTION MODEL FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
This section presents the cost function for the allocation of radio resources in the proposed intelligent mobility optimization and the proposed intelligent cheapest cost RAT selection approaches for the requested user calls in heterogeneous wireless networks. Calls will be allocated to the RAT that has the lowest cost of allocation. If the selected RAT is unable to serve a call, another RAT will be selected. If none of the RATs are able to serve the call, it will be blocked/dropped. The next subsections calculate the cost of allocation for each of the proposed intelligent RAT selection approaches.
A. Intelligent Mobility Optimization Algorithm
The cost of allocation for the proposed intelligent mobility optimization approach is calculated by the following equation:
where C N is the cost of network. C U is the cost of user. The cost of network is calculated as follows:
where P j is the parameter related to allocation of resources in the network, such as: network coverage cost (P NC ), supported service type cost (P SST ) and load threshold cost (P LTH ).
W j is the factor weight for each network parameter cost.
By adding the above parameters and weight factors, Equation (2) will be:
The cost of user is calculated as follows:
where P i is the parameter related to the usage of resources depending on user status, such as: requested service type cost (P RST ) and cost of mobility (P M ).
W i is the factor weight for each user parameter cost. By adding the above parameters and weight factors, Equation (4) will be:
B. Intelligent Cheapest Cost Algorithm
In the proposed intelligent cheapest cost algorithm, the cost function for the allocation of radio resources of each RAT is calculated by using Equation (1) .
The cost of network for the cheapest cost algorithm is calculated by using Equation (2), where: P j is the parameter related to allocation of resources in the network, such as: cost of real data cost (P RDC ), supported service type cost (P SST ) and load threshold cost (P LTH ).
The cost of user for the cheapest cost algorithm is calculated by using Equation (5).
IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND PARAMETERS
The comparison for the performance of centralized load-balancing, distributed and the proposed mobility optimization and cheapest cost algorithms is simulated in a scenario which is assumed that UTRAN, LTE and WLAN are overlapped in the same geographical area. The area which has coverage for the three RATs is named: hotspot area. The network topology is shown in Fig. 3 .
It is assumed that users arrive and can move inside or outside the hotspot area. Three different service types are considered: voice, data and video calls. Two different video call types are considered: video calls with low resolution and video calls with high resolution (video conference calls). It is assumed that the calls arrivals are generated according to a Poisson process with a mean rate of  [18] . It is also assumed that each call is held for an exponentially distributed call duration time with a mean of 1  [18] . In UTRAN, the transmission scheme is based on WCDMA. Voice calls are accepted with a data rate of 12.2 kbps. Video calls with low resolution are accepted with a data rate of 48 kbps. Video calls with high resolution are accepted with a data rate of 384 kbps. Data calls are accepted with a minimum data rate of 64 kbps and it can achieve a maximum data rate of 384 kbps. It is assumed that the load threshold factor is 0.8, WCDMA chip rate is 3.84 Mcps, the orthogonality factor is 0.5 and the other cell to own cell interference ratio factor is 0.65. A list of other parameters and assumptions for the UTRAN network are shown in Table I [19] . The load factors for uplink and downlink in UTRAN are calculated as follows [19] 
LTE / UTRAN
where N is the number of users per cell,  j is the activity factor of user j at physical layer, E b / N o is the signal energy per bit divided by noise spectral density, W is the chip rate, j R is the data rate of user j and i is the other cell to own cell interference ratio seen by the base station receiver. The load factor for the downlink is: 
where RB j is the required number of resource blocks to transmit in one Transmission Time Interval (TTI) for user j . R j is the average ratio of retransmission for user j .
 j is the activity factor of user j . fr j is the average TTI where a new packet is transmitted from user j . In WLAN, the transmission scheme is also based on OFDMA. Load of WLAN is calculated by the following equation:
where N is the number users served in WLAN, j R is the data rate of user j ,  j is the activity factor of user j , W C is the available WLAN capacity.
V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The proposed intelligent mobility optimization and intelligent cheapest cost algorithms are compared with the centralized load-balancing, and the distributed algorithms in terms of new call blocking probability, VHO call dropping probability, users' satisfactions probability, average satisfaction increasing percentages, load utilization, average cell throughput, average cost per call and average saved cost percentage per call.
The centralized load-balancing algorithm aims to distribute traffic load between all available RATs in a heterogeneous wireless network. Balancing load between all available RATs in a heterogeneous wireless network offers an efficient utilization of the radio resources [20] [21] [22] . In the centralized load-balancing algorithm, calls are allocated to the RAT that has the minimum load which is based on the decision made by the core network or the base station.
Two distributed algorithms are considered: distributed mobility and distributed cheapest cost algorithms. In the distributed mobility algorithm, the RAT selection decision is made by the UT, where the users with high mobility select the RATs that have the highest geographical coverage without considering any of the network factors such as network capacity and supported service type for the selected RAT. In the distributed cheapest cost algorithm, the RAT selection decision is made by the UT, where calls are allocated to the RAT that offers the cheapest cost for the user without considering any of the network factors for the selected RAT.
The proposed intelligent mobility optimization and intelligent cheapest cost algorithms aim to increase users' satisfactions by allocating users with high mobility to a RAT that has high coverage area and users that are looking for cheapest cost connection to a RAT that offers the cheapest cost of service and at the same time, they aim to improve the efficiently of radio resource utilization by minimizing unnecessary handover. More details on these algorithms are available in Section II. Fig. 4 shows the blocking probability for the five RAT selection algorithms. Blocking probabilities are calculated as follows:
where N bloc is the number of blocked new calls. N New is the total number of requested new calls. This figure shows that the proposed intelligent mobility optimization and intelligent cheapest cost algorithms outperform the centralized load-balancing and the distributed algorithms in term of blocking probability. The proposed algorithms perform better than the centralized load-balancing algorithm because the loadbalancing algorithm leads to high levels of unnecessary VHO which reduces the overall network capacity. In addition, the network capacity is reduced in centralized load-balancing algorithm as a result of the signaling load and delays introduced by the communication between the network entities during the RAT decision process. Distributed algorithms show the lowest levels of performance when compared to the other strategies. This is because the distributed algorithms do not consider any of the network factors such as load threshold. 5 shows the dropping probability for the five RAT selection algorithms. Dropping probabilities are calculated as follows:
where N drop is the number of dropped VHO calls. N VHO is the total number of requested VHO calls. It can be seen that the proposed algorithms perform better than the centralized load-balancing algorithm as a result of the reduced network capacity introduced by the high unnecessary VHO and the increased signaling load produced during the communication between the network entities in the RAT decision process. The proposed algorithms outperform also the distributed algorithms which are the worst ones in term of dropping probability. 
where N S_New is the number of satisfied new call users. N S_VHO is the number of satisfied VHO call users.
In the intelligent and distributed mobility optimization algorithms, users are indicated as satisfied users if the users are in high mobility and have been allocated to the RAT that offers the highest coverage area between the available RATs when requesting new or VHO calls.
In the intelligent and distributed cheapest cost algorithms, users are indicated as satisfied users if they are looking for cheapest cost connections and have been allocated to the RAT that offers the cheapest cost of service between all available RATs when requesting new or VHO calls.
Simulation results show that the proposed and the distributed algorithms perform better than the centralized load-balancing algorithm. This is because, both proposed and distributed algorithms consider users' preferences which increase their satisfactions. Distributed and proposed algorithms have similar performance when traffic level is low. However, when the traffic becomes high, the proposed algorithms outperform the distributed algorithms in term of users' satisfactions probability. This is because the distributed algorithms do not consider any of the network factors such as load threshold. Fig . 7 shows the average satisfaction increasing percentages for the proposed intelligent mobility optimization algorithm compared with the centralized load-balancing and the distributed mobility algorithms. Average satisfaction increasing percentages are calculated by subtracting the users' satisfactions probability of the load-balancing and distributed algorithms from the users' satisfactions probability of the proposed algorithm. This figure shows that the users' satisfactions have been increased around 33% against the centralized algorithm when traffic load is low and around 27% when traffic load is high. It also shows that the users' satisfactions percentages for the proposed algorithm are similar to the distributed algorithm when traffic load is low; however, users' satisfactions have been increased around 9% when traffic load is high. Fig . 8 shows the average satisfaction increasing percentages for the proposed intelligent cheapest cost algorithm compared with the centralized load-balancing and the distributed cheapest cost algorithms. The figure shows that the satisfaction probability of the proposed cheapest cost algorithm is higher and has been increased around 33% against the centralized algorithm. The satisfaction probabilities of the proposed and distributed algorithms have similar performance when traffic load is low; however, the satisfaction probability of the proposed algorithm has been increased up to 12% when traffic load becomes high. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the load utilization and the average cell throughput for the five RAT selection algorithms. These figures show that all algorithms have similar performance when traffic level is low. However, when the traffic level becomes high, the proposed algorithms outperform the distributed and the centralized algorithms. This is because, in the distributed algorithm, users do not have the required information about cell load of each RAT which leads to keep the capacity of some RATs unused. In the centralized algorithm, the capacity is reduced as a result of increased signalling load and unnecessary VHO. Fig. 11 shows the average cost per call of UTs that prefer to be allocated to the cheapest RAT cost for the centralized, intelligent cheapest cost and distributed cheapest cost algorithms. Simulation results show that the intelligent and distributed cheapest cost algorithms perform better than the centralized algorithm. This is because the centralized algorithm does not consider users' preferences. The distributed cheapest cost algorithm allocates calls to the RAT that offers the lowest cost to the UT device. The intelligent cheapest cost algorithm considers users' preferences and at the same time balances these preferences and the network factors such as supported service type and load threshold. The intelligent and the distributed algorithms have similar performance in terms of average cost per call. Fig. 12 shows the average saved cost percentage per call for UTs that prefer to be allocated to the cheapest RAT cost for the proposed intelligent cheapest cost algorithm compared with the centralized algorithm. This figure shows that users which prefer to be allocated to the cheapest RAT cost can save between 23.8 % and 36.6 % per call in the proposed cheapest cost algorithm compared to the centralized RAT selection algorithm. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
An intelligent RAT selection approach is necessary for a more efficient utilization of radio resources in heterogeneous wireless networks and to increase users' satisfactions and guarantee the required QoS for allocated calls. This paper presents the intelligent RAT selection approach for mobility optimization and proposes an intelligent cheapest cost RAT selection approach for heterogeneous wireless networks. The proposed algorithms have been compared with the centralized loadbalancing and the distributed algorithms in terms of new call blocking probability, VHO call dropping probability, users' satisfactions probability, average satisfaction increasing percentages, load utilization, average cell throughput, average cost per call and average saved cost percentage per call. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms are more efficient than the centralized and the distributed algorithms.
